LARS AND THE REAL GIRL
Clips List

1. Opening: LARS AND KARIN
   [Video Time Code: :00 – 5:43]
   Karin invites Lars to breakfast; he avoids committing but gives her his blanket.
   [Script pages: 1 - 5]

2. MEETING BIANCA
   [15:00 - 20:20]
   Lars asks Karin and Gus if his new girlfriend can stay in the house; they meet her and discover she’s a sex doll.
   [Script pages: 17 - 20]

3. LARS AND THE DOCTOR
   [46:54 – 49:53]
   Dr. Bergen talks to Lars while Bianca gets her treatment; she tries to help Lars to allow touching without it causing him pain.
   [Script pages: 45 - 47]

4. LARS AND BIANCA FIGHT
   [1:04:42 – 1:07:01]
   Karin and Mrs. Gruner hear Lars yelling at Bianca about making plans without telling him.
   [Script pages: 60 - 62]
5. **CHOPPING WOOD**  
[1:07:02 – 1:08:59]  
*Karin gets upset with Lars for claiming that nobody cares about him.*  
[Script pages: 62 - 64]

6. **THE TEDDY BEAR**  
[1:16:49 – 1:19:41]  
*As Margo cries about her teddy bear being lynched and tells Lars she broke up with the guy she was dating, he revives the bear and agrees to go bowling with her.*  
[Script pages: 72 - 74]

7. **BOWLING DATE**  
*After bowling, Lars tells Margo he doesn’t want her to get the wrong idea; he’s committed to Bianca. Lars shakes her hand goodbye.*  
[Script pages: 75 - 77]

8. **BIANCA’S DEATH AND EULOGY**  
[1:37:59 – 1:40:12]  
*Karin and Gus see Lars wailing and carrying Bianca’s body into the lake; the minister delivers Bianca’s eulogy.*  
[Script pages: 96 - 98]

9. **LARS AND MARGO AT THE CEMETERY**  
[1:40:12 – END]  
*Gus thanks Dr. Bergen for her help; Lars and Margo talk about Bianca, then he asks Margo if she’d like to go for a walk.*  
[Script pages: 98 - 101]